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EP.15.70 Report of Administrative Approvals at the March 30, 2015 meeting of the EPC.

Graduate Programs

**MM and Ph.D. in Musicology, College of Fine and Applied Arts** – Expand course offerings for both the Thesis and Non-Thesis Options of the MM and for the Ph.D. from 1 course to be repeated for 8 credit hours, MUS 523, Seminar in Musicology, to 4 courses (MUS 516, Fieldwork and Ethnography; 519, Analytical Methods: Musicology; 520, Soc Theory in Ethnomusicology; or 523) from which students may select to complete the same 8 hour requirement.

**MM in Musicology, College of Fine and Applied Arts** – Require all students to participate in an ensemble for two semesters. This is still an 8 credit hour requirement; rather than reading “Electives (including ensemble),” the requirement clarifies these electives are to include two semesters of ensemble participation.

Undergraduate Programs

**BS in Animal Sciences, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences** – Move ANSC 409, Meat Science, from the list of choices of “applied” courses to the list of choices of “basic science” courses. This change is due to the course being taught by a new instructor and some revision of course content.
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